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Abstract: An optimized bibliometric method was applied in this work to evaluate global scientific production of data mining papers of
the Science Citation Index (SCI). In compared with traditional bibliometric keyword analysis, a semantic words class was established by
applying the text extraction mode to remove noise in the abstract and combining with the core relative phrases retrieved from keywords
to get the sample for further experiment. The analysis shows a high correlation between title and keywords, and the title reports less
information than keywords does. Also, keywords provide more positive guidance to know and be familiar with the status and trends of
this field. In addition, there are distinctions among those semantic words used in publications from the ten most productive countries in
data mining research. Generally speaking, the research results can be extended to investigate the roadmap for future research, and this
innovative propose is provided with instructive meaning for valuable information retrieval.
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1. Introduction

Data mining involves the use of sophisticated data analysis
tools to discover previously unknown, valid patterns and
relationships in large data sets [1]. These tools employ al-
gorithms and techniques from statistics, machine learning,
artificial intelligence, databases and data warehousing etc.
As an important research topic, it has led to an expeditious
increase in quantity of scientific articles on data mining re-
search over the past. The number of publications based on
Science Citation Index (SCI) the most frequently-used in-
dex in scientific output analysis explorded from several in
the early 1990s to 1833 in 2009, and the total 9746 articles
were published in a variety of 1822 journals [2]. Despite of
the phenomenal growth of data mining papers, there have
been few attempts at gathering systematic data on scientif-
ic production of data mining research by common research
tool bibliometric methods.

Bilbliometrics are made of a set of metholds for mea-
suring the production and dissemination scienfic knowl-
edge. Some of the methods serve to measure quantiative

research exercise of academic output which is startiong to
threaten practice based research [3]. Bibliometric analysis
have been conducted to reveal the global trends of various
research fields [4]. It is virtually indispensable for map-
ping and benchmarking research output and identifing e-
merging fields. Our learning group has already applied tra-
ditional bibliometric metholds to evaluate the data mining
research output by the keyword analysis. The analysis rel-
ative to manual reading could add an invaluable empirical
content and objectivity to the process of understanding and
evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the knowledge
production system in the data mining. However, it is hard
to find the overall situation of the subject, the analysis of
key words represents only a part of information and some
dynamics would otherwise be overlooked.

2. Methods and Materials

It is widely accepted that through the SCI database to e-
valuate the trend and advancing direction of data mining
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Figure 1 box plots from the numerical feature of title, abstract and keyword

is a good way. Given that, document used in this research
was derived from the online database of the SCI retrieved
from the ISI Web of Science, Philadelphia, PA, USA. Data
mining was used as the search topic to search keywords, ti-
tle, abstract from 1993 to 2009. Document information in-
volved document type, author information, title, keywords,
abstract, language, contact addresses, cited reference coun-
t, citation report, page count, publisher information, sub-
ject categories. After deleting the repeated records, there
were 9747 publications in total that met the selection cri-
teria mentioned, including 3 document types. Since jour-
nal articles which occupied the majority of the document
are of timeliness and the convenience of comparison, we
focused on 7004 articles for further analysis.

In this research, a semantic word class was established,
involving 5878 unique words or phrases, which appeared
541728 times in total. Keywords elaborates the intention
of the writer were given priority to build initial semantic
class and the semantic words within were extracted direct-
ly. Due to the appropriate valuable information in abstract,
the text extraction mode was applied to remove noise in
the abstract with the aim to get the synonymous unit. Fi-
nally, the situation that related semantic words appeared in
the title and keywords need to be analyzed on the basis of
semantic thesaurus. Semantic words can be used to iden-
tify research fronts, which are represented by clusters of
articles sharing a key term in abstract, keyword and title.
However, this method is based on the assumption that ar-
ticle using the same terms as cognitive content [5]. The
unstandardization among words more or less hampered
our analysis since the use of synonymous terms, spelling
variations and unspecific term. Subsequently, our result-
ing study based on traditional bibliometric keyword anal-
ysis mainly aims at providing an alternative demonstration
of research advancements from the multiple perspectives
in the evolution of sentiment words we retrieved. This in-
novative propose is provided with instructive meaning for
valuable information retrieval.

The emphasis of the assessment below was to describe
global scientific production on data mining during the past
19 years from the following perspectives: the characteris-
tics of semantic words in abstract, keywords and title, the
application of outputs in different disciplines and the char-

acteristics of semantic words distributed in source coun-
ties. Besides, if the words appeared in title, the frequen-
cies as well as in abstracts and keywords were counted as
one-no matter how many times occurred. The misspelled
or different words with identical meaning were all consid-
ered as separate single keywords.

3. Experiment

3.1. The Analysis of the frequencies of semantic
words in abstracts, keywords and titles

Figure 2 shows a high correlation between title and key-
words, but the title reports less subject information than
keywords does, partly attribute to the limitation of title
content, especially when we establish sentiment words main-
ly based on the keywords. We chose 60 valuable word-
s from our sample set at random and outlined their fre-
quencies in title, abstract and keyword respectively in the
bubble diagram above. Specifically, the various bubbles
were scaled in size to roughly reflect the frequencies of the
words appearance in abstract. A cluster of bubbles locat-
ed near the original of coordinates were of similarly lower
frequencies in title and keyword, while a handful of big-
ger bubbles with relatively more times of appearance in
abstract represented words classification, machine learn-
ing, clustering, association rules and knowledge discov-
ery, etc. In order to elaborate the information those bubbles
indicated in detail, a computational index was adduced for
computing the relative proportion of words appearance in
keyword, title and abstract and was demonstrated in table
1. We drew the box plots to provide a precise and accu-
rate description of numerical feature of title, abstract and
keyword through their five number summaries: the small-
est observation, lower quartile, median, upper quartile, and
largest observation.(figure 2) Except for the max length, ti-
tle and keyword share the similar spread. Specifically, their
average length stayed at the similar level 9 and 10, also the
statistical distribution of length was between 12 and 7. Ab-
stract offers research purpose, methods, results and con-
clusion. Thereforethe average length of abstract was much
more longer than title and keyword, and the length fluctu-
ated mainly between 208 and 127.
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Figure 2 linear regression analysis

Figure 3 bubble diagram on the frequencies of the 60 words
firstly mentioned in title, abstract and keyword

We ordered the words by the frequencies of their ap-
pearance in keywords, then presented them within each of
the 5-year intervals during 1994-2009 in table2. The pro-
portion of each words appearance in keyword, title, and
abstract was based on the computational index:

P% = (A,K, T : abstract, keywords, title)

Due to the abundant information containing, basically
abstract could offer all of the semantic words we chose and
the most proportion, we omitted the preparation of abstrac-
t. Compared to abstract, keyword and title could offer the
information 65% and 38%, respectively. From this tablewe
concluded that keywords is much more accurate in the is-
sue of algorithm expression. For example, the proposion of
traditionally classical technology in data mining is higher
in keywords, basically over 50%. Such as clustering, data
segmentation, classification, association rule mining, hier-
achical clustering, supervised learning,rough sets, feature
extraction, dimensionality reduction, distance-based out-
liners, linear discriminants, the key technology and algo-
rithm in pattern recognition and data processing. As long
as they have been studied in various areas of computer
science, the number of application for this class of tech-
niques has been steadily growing. In some special cas-
eswith the relevance to the application and evolving re-
search, the frequencies of related semantic words are more

Word Key word Title Abstract
Num P% Num P% Num

Classification 9791 24.93 11245 28.63 39223
Clustering 8946 33.66 10710 40.30 26578

Machine learning 8533 52.80 2086 12.91 16044
Bioinformatics 6757 68.38 3983 40.31 9881

Association rules 6639 52.39 5151 40.65 12630
Knowledge discovery 6376 43.09 4660 31.49 14702

neural networks 4952 49.83 2826 28.44 9918
feature selection 3227 64.89 1778 35.75 4963

decision trees 2983 49.24 1429 23.59 6058
pattern recognition 2521 47.06 725 13.53 5357

rough sets 2136 73.68 1380 47.60 2899
Gene expression 1886 13.65 6044 43.75 13814

artificial neural networks 1533 47.34 679 20.97 3238
support vector machines 1475 41.48 1182 33.24 3556

information retrieval 1450 56.95 255 10.02 2538
feature extraction 1244 75.21 320 19.35 1654

association rule mining 1207 25.24 1483 31.01 4782
text mining 1116 68.26 387 23.67 1612

pattern discovery 1083 48.20 705 31.38 2247
web mining 951 100. 266 27.97 903

Evolutionary computation 916 64.69 492 34.75 1416
decision support systems 907 64.88 107 7.65 1398
evolutionary algorithms 853 73.03 255 21.83 1168
hierarchical clustering 835 38.69 548 25.39 2158

simulation 828 8.83 1028 10.97 9281
artificial intelligence 787 21.05 354 9.47 3743

dimensionality reduction 780 51.25 510 33.51 1522
Knowledge extraction 741 100 228 30.77 739

Information visualization 695 100 122 17.55 579
frequent pattern mining 628 48.68 483 37.44 1290

data visualization 617 51.25 227 18.85 1204
Computational biology 608 57.04 1066 100 621
unsupervised learning 596 43.99 201 14.83 1349

Table 1 The proportion of words appearance in keyword, title
and abstract

in keywords, such as web mining, graph mining. multi-
objective optimization, knowledge extraction, information
visualization, etc. Since authors are indicated to interpret
the research point and research purpose, the key informa-
tion is usually found in keywords, in order to attract the
researchers intension. Generally speaking, abstract could
apply more abundant information and positive guidance
meaning to known and familiar with the status and trends
of this field. Otherwise, keyword has more relation with
the special application and evolving research.

We generated the information about the articles includ-
ed the 200 semantic words we chose randomly firstly came
out in title, keyword and abstract, respectively. As can be
seen from the box plot, the articles with the words ap-
peared in keyword originally are cited more. Since the me-
dian was over than 40. Meanwhile, the cited number of ar-
ticles with those words first appearance in title and abstract
came after. Although the cited number of articles related
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Figure 4 Box plots from the information about the 200 semantic
words firstly came out in title, keyword and abstract

that of abstract was marginally less than that of title, they
generally bear approximately similar average, maximum
and minimum. In contrast, the range of abstract quotation
is remarkable.

3.2. The application of outputs in different
disciplines

As the study has advanced during the last several years,
the publication output data of data mining relates research
is distributes in several disciplines.

Genomics

Machine learning
High throughput screening

Fuzzy logic
Hybrid algorithms

Multiobjective optimization
predictive models

Support vector machines

DNA repair Literature data mining
Adaptive evolution

Systems biology Data integration
molecular biology Evolutionary algorithm

Gene ontology Domain ontology

Table 2 The main technique of data mining in biology

Traditionally, data mining learning has been viewed
as the special preserve of people who major in comput-
er, rather than a necessary part of the field an educated
person specialized in. the emphasis on a cross Cdiscipline
perspective brought to the solution of academic issue and
development. The number of scientific articles per disci-
pline exhibited sustaining growth during the time period
covered, which indicated that the research based on da-
ta mining has been steadily developed in various fields.
Since the data from SCI database has been into micro-
disciplines, we divided the publication outputs into four

different disciplines, biology, medicine, geography, chem-
istry, according to the corresponding search topic.

Many data mining techniques have already been pro-
posed to deal with the obstacles and constraints in biology.
Scientists in biology are facing a growing flood of biolog-
ical data, data mining is well positioned to help the biol-
ogy draw meaningful observations and discoveries form
the vast arrays of biological data that are now available for
analysis. During the past decade, various techniques ap-
pear in keywords and abstract most frequently but seldom
in topic. This also explains these techniques were used for
biology, while they were less applied to enrich the com-
puter science by the knowledge of biological aspects. The
time of various techniques appearing was all after 2001
and mainly distributed in 2006-2011, it shows that data
mining used in biology subject is a new trend and will ob-
tain more development in the future.

For example, High throughput screening is a method
for scientific experimentation especially used in drug dis-
covery and relevant to the fields of biology and chemistry.
In the field of biology, High throughput screening allows
a researcher to quickly conduct genetic tests. Though this
process one can rapidly identify genesadaptive evolution,
support vector machine, evolutionary algorithm, multi ob-
jective optimization, fuzzy logic shared the same frequen-
cy and time in keywords and abstract whereas they were
not shown in the topic. These words play an auxiliary role
in the biological field, and they have just started to be ap-
plied. Moreover, domain ontology only appeared 28 times
in keywords during the years from 2006 to 2011, while it
neither showed in the abstract nor in the topic. This point
indicates that domain ontology is in a preliminary stage
when being applied in the biology field and its develop-
ment is not mature yet.

Support vector machine is a new pattern recognition-
technique. In statistical learning theory, Support vector ma-
chine has been shown to provide higher performance in
pattern recognition and functional regression than tradi-
tional learning machines [6].It has been introduced as a
powerful tool for solving classification problems in recent
years. By the year of 2009, this promising method had al-
ready appeared in author keywords and abstracts for 384
times. It was more likely that this technology would be
fully utilized in biological field.

Machine learning is an international forum for research
on computational approaches to learn. Its frequency of oc-
currence among keywords, abstracts and titles increased
during the years from 2006 to 2009, and gained the biggest
increase in abstracts. It indicates that this technique is ap-
plied in biological field more often, such as genomics which
is mature of practical use. It probably has connection with
the computation of massive amount and unpredictability
of biological information.

Biological networks are naturally represented as graph-
s of interconnected nodes and edges [7]. These graphs can
be studied visually or with powerful analysis methods. Graph
mining offers solid supports via computational strategies
and tools to deal with the complexities and volume of the
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data. Hence, it is reasonable to realize that the sharply in-
creasing trend of its appearing frequency in author key-
words and abstracts is a sign of being made most use in
the further research.

Visual data mining occurred around 1990s. Although a
little bit decline in recent years, its stable frequencies in au-
thor keywords, abstracts and titles may illustrate that it had
already become a fixed branch of applicable techniques
of high value in exploratory data analysis and high poten-
tial for exploring large databases in biological research-
es, which seeks to transform the efficient information or
graphs provided by the genomic or biological structure in-
to a more understandable manner visual display [8].

Predictive models appeared in keywords, abstracts as
well as topics. The appearing time concentrated in 2001-
2005, and it never showed up again. The frequency of Fuzzy
logic using in abstracts and keywords was the same for 52
times between 2001 and 2005, and they never appeared
subsequently. It was likely that the function of this tech-
nique in biology have been excavated completely; perhaps
they have been replaced by other technologies. Medicine

Artificial immune systems
Rule extraction

Hybrid neural networks
Unsupervised learning

pharmacovigilance

Automated signal detection
bayesian data mining

Computed-assisted signal
detection algorithm

Association measures

Table 3 The main technique of data mining in medicine

is a branch of biology. Each word began to be used and ap-
peared from 2006 to 2009, the reduced frequency showed
that technologies like data mining were lack of further ap-
plication in medical science.

Rule extraction, hybrid neural networks, unsupervised
learning, association measures appeared from 2006 to 2009.
Apart from rule extraction, others merely showed in key-
words. These technologies demonstrated the advancing fron-
t of medicine. With the development of medical science,
these technologies will play an increasing role. Rule ex-
traction appearing in the topic is mainly because it might
be a new method that can be applied in medical field.

Sequence matching is a method to find the similar pat-
terns in various real-world domains, e.g., medical (electro-
cardiogram) [9]. From the table 3,the gradually increasing
trends in titles and abstracts between 2006 and 2011 may
illustrate that this technique still has potential to be made
the most of. Automated signal detection appeared in key-
words from 2001 to 2005. There was an slight increase in
abstract between 2006 and 2009, which meant that the use
of this technology has not been hot spot anymore.

Computer-assisted signal detection algorithm was no
more prevalent than automated signal detection, which dis-
appeared in keywords and disappeared after 2005.

Combinatorial chemistry Virtual screening
Feature extraction

Biochemistry

Fuzzy clustering
Dimensionality reduction

Nonlinear mapping
Pattern recognition

neural network
Chemogenomics Similarity searching

Table 4 The main technique of data mining in chemistry

In the field of chemistry, most of the technical words
began to come out in relevant papers around 1996, reach-
ing a peak over the period from 2001 to 2005, before de-
scending dramatically in recent years. It was probably con-
tributes to the use of these technologies have been very ma-
ture, and continue to play an important role. Although new
ones were of potential in application, while still without
breakthroughs up to present. Virtual screening first came
out in 2001 and climb obviously in the years to come.
Pattern recognition and neural network almost appeared
in chemistry corpus at the same time. They both provided
feasible methods dealing with classification. Pattern recog-
nition had a long and respectable history within engineer-
ing, and neural network have arisen from analysis with
models of the way that humans might approach pattern
recognition tasks [10]. After all, the stable technical branch-
es in chemistry study have been established, obviously, the
concerns of neural networks were of wider applicability.
The rapid increase in the number and complexity of data
sets in chemistry learning and a corresponding need for
appropriate interpretation tools which provides a means
of reducing the dimensionality in a chemistry meaningful
way [11]. Feature extraction is a category of dimension-
ality reduction, which seeks to transform the data in the
high-dimensional space to a space of fewer dimensions.
According to the table 4 it will be further applied in the
relatively new chemistry research. By contrast, similarity
search and multivariate data analysis may not be the hot
techniques in the field, as the disappearance after 2006.

The application of data mining technology in GIS (ge-
ographic information system) was a long story. Mining the
property data of GIS using property correlative analysis
and showing its result were of beneficial to its further de-
velopment. Visualizing large amount of information inter-
actively is one of the most attractive and useful capabili-
ties of GIS. Correspondingly, from the table, visualization
attempts to be a very important part of analysis. Other-
wise, artificial neural networks and rough sets were the t-
wo most widely used methods. Despite that there was no
breakthrough in theory, spatial association rule or decision
tree have the potential application. Furthermore, the need
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GIS

decision tree classification
Artificial neural networks

Spatial knowledge discovery
Rough sets

Predictive modelling
Geographical data mining Large spatial databases

Geographical information system Fuzzy c-means clustering
visualization

Digital soil mapping Spatial data mining

Table 5 The main technique of data mining in geography

for efficient data mining algorithms due to large amounts
of spatial data brought about classification evolving to be
a main research direction. On the contrary, spatial knowl-
edge discovery had gone out of use.

3.3. The characteristic of sentiment words
distributed in top 10 countries

Figure 5 The distribution of sentiment words in top 10 countries

The contribution of different countries/territories was
estimated by the location of the affiliation of at least one
author of the published papers. Except that these articles
without any author address information on the ISI Web of
Science. The output was distributed in 73 different coun-
tries, we generated the data on the geographic and institu-
tional distributions of publications in each countries/territories,
we counted the number of papers belong to each countries,
and displayed by different color in order. The most produc-
tive 10 countries in recent years are demonstrated in terms
of number of publications and semantic words distribution
in title, keyword and abstract in the figure 2. Figure 2 illus-
trates that the 7 major industrial countries Australia, Cana-
da, France, Germany, South Korea, the UK, and the USA
are all form developed world. The domination in publi-
cation was not surprising from mainstream countries since

this pattern has occurred in most scientific fields [12]. To a
certain extent, the number of research papers reflected the
activity and academic level of these countries were like-
wise high [13].

It can be seen that there are distinctions among those
semantic words used in publications from the ten most
productive countries in data mining research. Specifical-
ly, all the ten countries found clustering, classification, as-
sociation rules, rough sets, machine learning, neural net-
works, decision trees, knowledge discovery and bioinfor-
matics to be hotspots in the current field of data mining
research. It indicates, apparently, data mining common-
ly involves four classes of tasks, classification, clustering,
regression and decision rule learning [14]. However, re-
gression is a sophisticated data prediction technique with a
wide range of application. Also, data mining is multidisci-
plinary, combing concepts, methods and analytical frame-
works from a variety of research fields. Consequently, the
10 countries with most active academic resources covered
machine learning, information science and relied on all
of the data mining methods using techniques from other
fields, such as neural networks, rough sets. To be men-
tioned that, in the previous experiment we have already
found that almost all of the semantic words retrieved from
title and keywords were included in abstract. But cluster-
ing, classification, association rules those frequently-used
terms in data mining study In Japan the article is rarely in
keyword and topic in the Japanese papers. This may due
to the Japanese scholars are used to regard the innovative
research points as keywords and title to attract the readers
attention, not the traditional research topic.

4. Conclusion

In this study on related data mining papers dealing with
the SCI database, we obtained some significant points on
the global research performance. With the study of nation-
al research publications in the last 20 years, the increasing
trend in the number of countries worldwide participating
in data mining research can be easily observed. To a certain
extent, a large numbers of research papers from a coun-
try is correlated with this countrys high activity and aca-
demic level. Clustering, classification, machine learning,
and Knowledge Discovery were the emphasis of data min-
ing research in all study periods. There are clear distinc-
tions among author keywords used in publications from
the five most productive countries in data mining research.
Bibliometric method could quantitatively characterize the
development of global scientific production in a specific
research field. Furthermore, we are prepared to use data
mining method to study data mining papers themselves.
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